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The modelling will underscore the need to adapt by mapping out the longer-term decline of fossil fuel exports.
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Australia’s traditional industries will be able to adapt to a new energy economy without being
badly damaged, the government says, as it seeks to shore up support among the Nationals for a
plan to reach net zero emissions by 2050.
Cabinet will sign off on a technology-based road map today, which will include incentives but no
carbon price mechanism, such as a safeguards mechanism, before the plan is presented to the
Nationals on Sunday.
It is understood economic modelling commissioned by the government points to both a boost
in the economy and job creation, much of which will be concentrated in the regions.
The modelling will also underscore the need to adapt by mapping out the longer-term decline of
fossil fuel exports based on decisions of foreign governments to cut there emissions – and not
on any decision by the Australian government.
Nationals MP Darren Chester, who has quit the parliamentary party and will not be part of the
deliberations, said there was ‘‘about a 95 per cent chance’’ his former party would agree to a
climate policy deal.
‘‘There’s alot of support on this. They understand we need a credible position on this issue,’’ he
said.
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Nationals leader Barnaby Joyce reaffirmed the deal would be guided by his 20-member party
room.
‘‘I do not have an unlimited capacity to enforce a deal,’’ he said.
Nationals deputy leader and Agriculture Minister David Littleproud, who has been negotiating
mechanisms by which farmers could benefit by helping reduce emissions, said the plan involved
a contribution by every sector of the economy. ‘‘We just can’t pick on one industry and expect
them to do all the heavy lifting,’’ he said.
Industry, Energy and Emissions Reduction Minister Angus Taylor said there would be no
safeguard mechanism, or anything else that could be labelled a carbon tax.
‘‘We like carrots, not sticks,’’ he said.
‘‘Our traditional industries that have given us enormous prosperity over a long period of time –
agriculture, heavy industry and resources – we don’t want to see those industries being badly
damaged, and they don’t need to be,’’ he told a conference in Queensland.
‘‘They do need to adapt, there’s no question about that. But a sensible net zero goal with a
sensible net zero pathway creates a pathway for our resources industry, our heavy industry and
our agriculture.’’
‘‘There’s lots of backdoor ideas to get a carbon tax up. We do see a role for incentives in a
sensible way but the biggest role of all . . . for driving prosperity and solving hard problems is
technology.’’
Mr Littleproud said one mechanism available for farmers will be ‘‘halo carbon credits’’, which are
payments on top of those received for abating carbon by, example, revegetation. He told Sky
News that city investors, for example, have bought land, planted trees and walked away to
receive passive income.
In some cases, he said, that has ‘‘degraded the biodiversity because the grass hasn’t grown
underneath it, and that loses the ant, which loses the gecko, which loses the snake, and so the
biodiversity is actually diminished’’.
He said if the same land is managed, such as used for grazing, farmers would receive the halo
credit as well as a premium for their product.
‘‘We want to cap that to make sure that we don’t get city investors coming out and just buying
large tracts of land and just walking away. There has to be a management of it,’’ he said.
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